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Wave Dock and Wave Port Care and Maintenance


Wave Docks and Wave Ports may be washed using soap and water. It may also
be cleaned with a pressure washer. If a pressure washer is used, avoid holding the
nozzle too close to the plastic as it can be damaged from the high pressure.



All Wave Ports are manufactured with adjustable wheels pockets to accommodate
a variety of PWC hull designs. All wheels can be moved in or out to avoid the
chines on the bottom of the PWC for a smooth rolling dismount.



Inspect the docks and ports periodically and tighten or replace any fasteners,
plugs etc. as necessary. Occasionally it is recommended that the port wheel
pockets be cleaned from debris to allow the water to drain.



The dock and/or port surface may develop small waves or ripples during
extremely hot days as expansion is occurring. This expansion is normal and does
not affect the strength or integrity of the dock/port. In almost all cases the plastic
surface will return to its normal shape during cooler temperatures.



All Wave Docks and Wave Ports utilize UV stabilizers within the polyethylene to
help minimize any fading or degradation of the plastic.



Wave Armor highly recommends taking docks and ports out of the water during
the winter months if ice is present as it can cause severe damage to the dock and
ports. Covering the Wave Ports during the winter months is a good practice as it
keeps the ice and snow from accumulating in the wheel pocket areas. If able,
standing the ports on end will help keep snow and ice off the bed of the Wave
Ports. Because Wave Armor cannot control the forces of moving ice no
warranties will be accepted for damage caused by the ice.

